Task 9 – Demonstration Speech

**Description of Task:** Students will deliver a demonstration speech using visual aides. The student must choose something to demonstrate that involves a process with steps. The speech will be given with notes if needed. The student must meet the following requirements:

**Standards addressed:** #2, 3, 4, & 8

**Criteria:**
- Student needs to tell an organized speech
- Student must be able to demonstrate the skill in front of a class
- Should be at least 3 minutes long, but no more than 5 minutes
- Student should maintain focus during the speech
- Student should speak with appropriate volume
- Student should use intro, body, and conclusion
- Visuals should add to the speech rather than distract and should outline steps

The student will be graded according to the speech master rubric with the following categories used:

- Pace
- Organization (3x)
- Structure (3x)
- Focus (2x)
- Visuals (2x)